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AND

57. A considerable number of the properties proved in this
section are to be found in (M) ; but the introduction of the inverse
system is new.
Definitions. The array of the coefficients of a complete linearly
independent set of members of a module M of degree ^ t arranged
under the power products <ol9 O>2, ..., w^ of degree %t is called the
dialytic array of the module 'M for degree t.
The linear homogeneous equations of which this array is the array
of the coefficients are called the dialytic equations of M for degree t.
Thus the dialytic equations of M for degree t are represented by
equating all members of M of degree ^ t to zero and regarding the
power products of
symbols for the unknowns.
The array inverse (§ 54) to the dialytic array of M for degree t is
called the inverse array of ili~for degree t.
The linear homogeneous equations of which this array is the array
of the coefficients are called the modular equations of M for degree t.
The modular equations for degree t are the equations which are
identically satisfied by the coefficients of each and every member of M
of degree ^ t. They may not be independent for members of degree < t
and they do not apply to members of degree > t (see § 59).
The sum of the products of the elements in any row of the inverse
array for degree t with the inverse power products c^-1, <o2-\ ..., o^-1
is called an inverse function of il/for degree t.
Thus the modular equations of M for degree t are represented by
equating all the inverse functions of M for degree t to zero, takingeach negative power product (#12>1 wf2 ... ^ / , l ) _ 1 as a symbol for " the
coefficient of
the general member of M of degree t."
We shall also say that a polynomial F=^aPum„tPna)1p^ . . . # / « and
a finite or infinite negative power series E=1ciLu_i(Ln(x1q^ ... x^n)-1
are inverse to one another if the constant term of the product FE
vanishes, i.e. if 2a A>lhi „,sVn cPl, P2t...,Vn = 0. Thus any member of M of
degree ^ t and any inverse function of M for degree t are inverse to
one another.
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Any inverse function of M for degree t can be continued so as to
become an inverse function of M for any higher degree (§ 59), and when
continued indefinitely becomes an inverse function of M without
limitation in respect to degree. If all coefficients after a certain stage
become zero the inverse function terminates and is a finite negative
power series. In the case of an iJT-module the inverse functions are
homogeneous (§ 59) and therefore finite.
In order that a function may be an inverse function of M it is
necessary and sufficient that it should be inverse to all members
of M; hence if M contains M' any inverse function of M' is an inverse,,
function of M. The whole system of inverse functions of M can therefore be resolved into primary systems corresponding to the primary
modules of M. The inverse functions of a Noetherian primary module
are all finite (§ 65) but not in general homogeneous. The inverse
functions of a non-Noetherian primary module are all infinite power
series (§ 65).
We shall regard inverse function and modular equation as convertible terms, and use that term in each case which seems best suited
to the context.
A module is completely determined by its system of modular
equations no less than by its system of members. The two systems
are alternative representations of the module. Also the properties of
the modular equations are very remarkable, and it is necessary to
consider them in order to give a complete theory of modular systems.
As there is a one-one correspondence between the members of a
module M of degree ^ t and the members of the equivalent iZ-module
of degree t, so there is a one-one correspondence between the modular
equations of Mfor degree t and the modular equations of the members
of the equivalent ^-module of degree t. These last are called the
modular equations of the ^-module of (absolute) degree t.
58. Theorem. The number of independent modular equations
of degree t of an H-module (F1} F2, •••, Fr) of rank r is the coefficient
of xt in
(1 - x1) (1 - xh) ... (1 - xlr) (1 - x)'n,
where lu l2, •••, lr are the degrees of F1} F2, •••, Fr.
Since the whole number of linearly independent polynomials of
degree t is the number of power products of degree t, or the coefficient
of x* in (l-x)-n,
the theorem will be proved if it is shown that the
M.
5
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number N(r, t) of linearly independent members of (Flf F2) • -., Fr)
of degree t is the coefficient of xt in
{1 - (1 - xh) (1 - xh)... (1 - xlr)} (1 - x)-n.
This is easily seen to be true when r= 1.
Since any member of (i^, j ^ , •••, i^r) is & linear combination of
elementary members, we have
where p is the number of polynomials ^Fr, u2Fr, ..., o>pi^. of degree t
of which no linear combination is a member of (Fu F2, ..., -Fr-i), or the
number of power products <o1} a)2, ..., wp of degree t-lr of which no
linear combination is a member of (Fu F2, ..., i^_i)> § 48. Hence
p + N(r - 1, £ — 4) = number of power products of degree t — 4
- coefficient of x in # r (1 - ^)~91;
and
i\ 7 (r, 0 = # ( r - 1 , 0 - ^ ( r - 1 , £ - /r) + coefficient of x in xlr (1 - #)- n .
Hence, assuming the theorem for N(r- 1, t), it follows that N(r, t)
is the coefficient of xt in
{i - (i - ^ ) . . . (i - x1"-1)} (i - ^)~?i (i - ah)+#p (i - %y\
or in
{ ! - ( ! - x h ) ... (1 - a ^ - 1 ) (1 - x r ) } (1 - ^ ) ~ 5 \
which proves the theorem.
This result is independent of the coefficients of Fu F2, ..., Fr;
hence it follows that any member of (F1} F2, ..., Fr) is expressible in
one way only in the form
X^F, + X^F2 + ... + JF-VFr,
where X(i) (as in §§ 6, 7) is a polynomial in which osu x2, ..., Xi occur
only to powers as high as x^~Y, • •, xft-1, the variables having been
subjected to a substitution beforehand.
The theorem can be applied to any module (Fly F2, .., Fr) of
rank r if ( i ^ , F2, • ••, i^) is an ^T-basis, i.e. if the iZ-module determined by the terms of highest degree in Fly F2, ..., Fr is of rank r
(§ 49). In this case the number of independent modular equations for
degree t is the coefficient of xt in (1 -#&) ... (1 —xlr) (1 -x)-11-1.
An
important particular case is the following :
The number of independent modular equations of a module
{Fu F2, -.., Fn) of rank n such that the resultant of the terms of
highest degree in Fu F2, ..., Fn does not vanish is hl2 ...ln-l
for
degree I— 1, and lYl2... ln for any degree ^ / , where
l=lL + l2 + ... +ln-n.
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This is also true for any //-module (F1} F2, ..., Fn) of rank n ;
but the number of modular equations for degree t will be the sum of
the numbers of modular equations of all degrees ^ t, so that there is
one modular equation of degree / and none of any degree > I.
59. Any inverse function of M for any degree can be continued
so as to give an inverse function of M for any higher degree.
By carrying the continuation on indefinitely we obtain a power
U),

<JL>2 C03

-

L-_l+Y
1+21+3--

m

:l+V-

—i+z--1+3
<*>-,*i2Atr
series (finite or infinite) which is an inverse function of M for all
degrees without limit.
Let (Fl9 F2, ..., Fk) be an iST-basis of M. Then any member F
of M is a linear combination of elementary members ^Fj no one of
which is of higher degree than F. Let / be the lowest degree of any
member of M. Write down the dialytic array of M for degree /,
viz. the array of the coefficients of such members of the //"-basis as are
5—2
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of degree /. Their terms of degree I (corresponding to the compartment I of the diagram) are linearly independent, for if not there would
be a member of M of degree < /, which is not the case. Next write
down the rows of the array representing such members of the basis as
are of degree I + 1, and members obtained by multiplying members of
degree I by xY, x2, ..., %n> so as to obtain a complete set of members
of degree I +1 linearly independent as regards their terms of
degree l+l, these terms corresponding to the compartment l+l of
the diagram. Proceeding in the same way we can obtain the whole
clialytic array for any degree.
To obtain the inverse array for the same degree first write down
square compartments 0, 1, 2, ..., l—l with arbitrary elements corresponding to degrees 0, 1, 2, ..., 1—1, and then a compartment / inverse
to the compartment I of the dialytic array. Each row of the compartments 0, 1, 2, . . . , / - 1 can be continued so as to be inverse to the
dialytic array for degree /, since the determinants of the compartment
/ do not all vanish. This completes the inverse array for degree /. All
its rows can be continued so as to be inverse to the dialytic array for
degree l+l, and a compartment 1 + 1 of new rows can be added inverse
to the compartment l+l oi the dialytic array. This completes the
inverse array for degree l + l; and we can proceed in a similar way to
obtain the inverse array for any degree.
This diagram or scheme for the dialytic and inverse arrays of a
given module M will be often referred to. The ease with which it can
be conceived mentally is due to the fact that it is obtained by working
with an iT-basis of M. Each pair of corresponding compartments
l + i form inverse arrays, and in combination form a square array,
showing that the combined complete arrays for any degree have the
same number of rows as columns. In the case of a module of rank n
the compartments of the dialytic array eventually become square and
the total number of rows of the inverse array is finite. To a square
compartment in either array corresponds no compartment or rows of
the other array. In the case of an :#-module the compartments are
the only parts of the arrays whose elements do not vanish, i.e. the
inverse functions are homogeneous.
Definition. The negative power series represented by the rows of
the inverse array continued indefinitely will be called the members of
the inverse system, and Eu E2, JE3, ... will be used to denote them, just
as Fly F2, F-iy ... denote members of the module.
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The system inverse to (1) has no member. The system inverse to
(#!, x2, •••, ®n) has only one member E=l ; and the modular equation
1 = 0 signifies that the module contains the origin.
60. Properties of the Inverse System. Before attempting
to show in what ways the inverse system may be simplified we consider
its general properties.
00

Definition. If E= S c ^ ^ Pw (xPl x22... xPn)-x
is a negative
power series (no pi negative), and A any polynomial, the part of the
expanded product AE which consists of a negative power series will
be denoted by A.E said called the A-derivate of E. Thus
X\. \X\X2j

— \x2)

,

X2 * \X\X2j

— yj.

00

A negative power series E= %cp P2t„mtP (xPv x2'2... x^1)'1 is or is
not an inverse function of a module M according as every member
F=%cLp'p..tV%^%t2,'"Mnn
of M, or not every member of M,
is inverse to it, i.e. according as every 2a PvP2$ ... tPn cPl?P2 Pn = 0 or
not. Suppose E an inverse function and F any member of M. Then
xY1 x22- •. xnn F=2aPliP2t...,Pn xPl+l ... xjn+ n is a member inverse to E;
hence every 2aPl> P2,..., Pn cPl+h Pn+in = 0, and
In

,

, (rPlrP2

r

Pn

)~1

or x11x22... xnn. i?, is a member of the inverse system. Hence if E
is a member of the inverse system of Mso also is x11x22... xnn. E, and
if E2, E2l ..., Eh are members so also is A1.E1 + A2. E2+ ... + Ah. Eh
a member, where Alt A2i .., Ah are arbitrary polynomials.
In a slightly modified sense which will be explained later (§82)
the inverse system of any module M has a finite basis [Elf E2, ..., Eh]
such that any member of the inverse system is of the form
X±. E± + X2. E2 + ... + Xh. Eh,
where X1} X2, ..., Xh are polynomials.
This theorem is evidently true in the important case in which the
total number of linearly independent members of the inverse system
is finite, viz. in the case of a module of rank n and in the case of
a module of rank r when treated as a module in r variables only, or,
in other words, in the case of a module which resolves into simple
modules.
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Regarding the inverse system as representing the modular equations
of M we shall write M= [El9F2,..., E\] as well as M = (Fu
F2,...,Fk).
Here M is the L.C.M. of [E±], [E2], ..., [Eh] and the G.C.M. of
(FO, (F2), ..., (Fk).
Definition. A module M will be called a principal system \i its
inverse system has a basis consisting of a single member, i.e. if
M= [E].
A module of the principal class is a principal system (§ 72), but
a principal system is not necessarily of the principal class. A
principal system is however the residual of a module (F) with respect
to any module of the principal class which contains, and is of the same
rank as, the principal system (cf. § 62).
61. The system inverse to M=(Fl9 F2, ..., Fk) is the system whose
Ft-derivates (i = l, 2, ..., k) vanish identically.
In other words, in order that E may be a member of the inverse
system of ilf it is necessary and sufficient that Fi.E (i=l, 2, ..., k)
00

should vanish identically. For if ^=2c 3 l > 32 gw (^ 9l « 2 32 • • • 45*1)"1 is
any member of the inverse system, and Fi = %ap Pnt_tP x*xx£* ...x*n,
then

Fi.E=%
p

a^%p

p

2c^q

p+q

q

(a*1®*2'--

^Y1

= 2, {x1 x2 ... xn ) 2,aPvp2t...,PncPl+qv...,P +q = 0,
q

. .

p

since every laPv...,Pncp+q
...lPn+Q)t vanishes (a*1... xnQnFt being inverse
v
to E).
Conversely if Fi.E=01
then 5 ^ ..fP c^+<z .. i P + g =0,
i.e. x1qi.,.xnqnFi
is inverse to E, and every member of M is inverse
to E, i.e. E is a member of the inverse system.
Similarly if M = [i?!, i£2, ••-, Eh] the necessary and sufficient condition that F may be a member of M is that F. Ej (j= 1, 2, ..., h)
vanishes identically.
62. The modular equations of M/(FU F2, ..., Fk) are the Frderivates of the modular equations of 31, i.e.

[Eu Et, .., EJKFu F, ..., Fk) = [..., F.Ej, ...].
For the necessary and sufficient condition that F may be a member
of the residual module is
FFt = 0 mod M

(i = l, 2, ..., A)
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or
FFi.E3=0
(i = l, 2, . . . , * ; j=l, 2, ..., h)
or
F.(Fi.Ej) = 0.
Hence [..., Ft.Ej, ...J is the residual module (§ 61).
6 3 . A system of negative power series with a finite basis
[El9 E2, ..., Fh] of such a nature that all derivates of Eu E2, ..., Eh
belong to the system is an inverse system of a module if Et
(i=l, 2, ..., h) has an Fi-derivate which vanishes identically.
For there are polynomials F such that the i^-derivate of each of
Eu E2, ..., Eh vanishes identically, the product F1F2...Fll being one
such polynomial. Also the whole aggregate of such polynomials F
constitutes a module M; for if F belongs to the aggregate so does A F.
Consider the dialytic and inverse arrays of M obtained as in § 59.
Since every member of M is inverse to every member of [Ex ,E2,..., Eh]
all members of the latter are represented in the inverse array. If any
other power series are represented, viz. if there is a row of the inverse
array which does not represent a member of [Elt E2, ..., Eh], let it
begin in the compartment l + i. Then if we omit this row we can
add a row to the dialytic array representing a polynomial of degree
l+i inverse to all members of [Eu E2i ..., Eh] but not a member of M,
This is contrary to the fact that M is the whole aggregate of such
polynomials. Hence the system inverse to Mis [Ely E2i ..., Eh].
QO

Thus in order that E= 2cp1>P2> ...,Pn(%^][%£2'...a?/71)-1 may represent
a modular equation of a module it is necessary and sufficient that
G
vv. P2,...,pn should be a recurrent function of pl9 p2, ...,pn, that is,
a function satisfying some recurrent relation
^aP1,p2,...,pnGP1+i1,...,Pn+in=Q

v
for all positive integral values of ll9 h, ..., 4 , where the aPl>p ...,p are
a set of fixed quantities finite in number. It may be that cp p t_iP
satisfies several such recurrent relations not deducible from one another;
but it is sufficient if it satisfies one.
64. Transformation of the inverse system corresponding to a
linear transformation of the modular system.
If the variables in the modular system M are subjected to a linear
non-homogeneous substitution with non-vanishing determinant by
which M is transformed to M' it is required to find how the inverse
system [El9 E2, ..., Eh] is to be transformed so as to be inverse to M\
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In other words, if the negative power series E is inverse to the
polynomial F it is required to find a power series E' inverse to the
transformed polynomial F'. It will be shown that an E' exists which
can be derived from E in a way depending only on the substitution
and not on the polynomial F.
Let F=3aPl,m..tPnxlPl...a;nPn,
F'= S«V». ^ q i - ^ \
and let the coefficients cPv P2,...,p of E be represented symbolically
by c^c!\..c^\
Then we have" E = 2 cp\.. cnPn (xpK.. x^1)-1; and
rPlr1?2

2/y

r

P n

-0

since E, F are inverse to one another. Let the inverse substitution
be
x( = a'nCc-L + ... + ainxn + al (a = 1, 2, ..., n).
Then 2a'qit.m.tqn(a'11x1 + ...)Ql...

(a,nlx1+ ...fn = 2aPp .,.,

Pnx

Pl

...xnPn,

and we have
{coeff. of xPl...xnPn
i.e.

in 2,a'qi...qn(a'na1 + ...)3l...(fl'H1#1 + ...)%} = 0>

Sa,fll...gn(a'11(j1+

...f1... (a'„ic1+ . . 0 ^ = 0,

i.e. the powTer series J5"= 2 (amc1+ ...f1.., (anYcY + ...)Qn(a*1... Xn11)'1
is inverse to the polynomial i^'= Sa'^, ...%qn%i1..- anqn»
Hence the coefficient of {xx 1
series E' is

Z71)"1 in the transformed power

H,« 2 , ...,flR = («'nCi + ...)ril(a'aiCi + ...> 2 ••• (a'wiCi + ...)**>
where, after expanding the right-hand side, cficg*.... *?/» is to be put
equal to cPi, P2>... f Pn, the coefficient of (#/i xg*... so^)"1 in i£ For such
a transformation of 2^ and i?, when not inverse to one another,
^ap!,P2> -,PncPi>P2> •••> % *s a n a D S °l u ^ e invariant.
The most important transformation is that corresponding to a
change of origin only. In this case, if
F=^aPi^Pnx1Pl-'^nPn

and E=

%<p...tf\x?K..x*»)-\

and the new origin is the point (-aly ~a2, ..., —an),
then
F' = %aPl... Pn {xl - a$h ...(xn- anfn
and

E' = 2 (c, + <0 P l ... (c* + anfn

(xPl...xnPn)~\

It is to be noticed that if E is a finite power series it nevertheless
transforms into an infinite power series E\ In particular if E- 1
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the inverse function of

cci, ..., ^ — an).

For homogeneous substitutions another way of considering corresponding transformations of F and E can be given, which however
excludes a change of origin. Represent E by
2 r

^

l

Uo2...Unn

instead of 2cp1>Poi ...,pn(#iPl--. ^ / ? i ) ~ \ and let the new i? be defined
as inverse (or conjugate) to F^^a^ v ^^x^...
Xn% when the
same relation 2aWi .. „ c« ?, =0 holds as before. Then for contragreclient substitutions of xli x2, ..., xn and uiy u2, •••, ww the polynomial i^and power series E will always remain inverse (or conjugate)
to one another if they are so originally. Also the members E of the
inverse (or conjugate) system of a module 31, when expressed in the
new form above, are the power series with respect to which the
members (of the basis) of the module M are apolar (§ 61).
65. T h e Noetherian Equations of a Module. The
modular equations %cPlfP2i.,.il)n(x1Plx2P2...xnPn)~1 = Q of a module M
for degree t are finite because they are only applicable to members
of degree ^t, and the coefficients {xPlx22... x^71)'1 in the general
member of degree t vanish when px+ ... + pn> t. A modular
equation may however be finite in itself, i.e. every cPltV ..., Pn for
which Pi+p2+ ••• +pn exceeds a certain fixed number I may vanish.
If such an equation is applied to a polynomial of degree > / it only
affects the coefficients of terms of degree ^ /.
Definition. The Noetherian equations of a module are the
modular equations which are finite in themselves.
There are no Noetherian equations if the module does not contain
the origin. For if E= 0 is a Noetherian equation of absolute degree I,
and w_1 a power product of absolute degree I which is present in E,
the derivate equation o>. E = 0 is 1 = 0 , showing that the module
contains the origin. Every Noetherian equation has the equation
1 = 0 as a derivate.
On the other hand Noetherian equations always exist if the
module contains the origin, for the equation 1 = 0 exists, and so
does the equation a>_1 = 0, where o> is any power product of less
degree than any term which occurs in any member of the module.
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The whole system of Noetherian equations of a non-Noetherian
module iHf forms only a part of the whole system of modular equations,
and is exhibited by a scheme similar to but different from that of § 59,
with which it should be compared. In this new scheme the rows of the
dialytic array represent the members of the module arranged in order
according to their underdegree (or degree of their lowest terms)
instead of their degree (or degree of their highest terms). The first
set of rows represents a complete set of members of underdegree h
which are linearly independent as regards their terms of degree ll9

VA-•i,+y
-L,+2

l,+ 3.
%

|ZFi~

b^
—

-.i+i"
7 J.O.

_

-Cy-rz:-

::4+3"---:--|
where lL is the lowest underdegree of any member of M. These are
obtained from any basis of M, which need not be an i?-basis. The
next set of rows represents a complete set of members of underdegree lY + 1 which are linearly independent as regards their terms
of degree /i+ 1, obtained partly from the basis of M and partly from
the set of members of underdegree lx by multiplying them by
; and similarly for succeeding sets. The compartments
h, 4 + l j ••• correspond to the terms of lowest degree in the successive sets.
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To obtain the corresponding inverse (or Noetherian) array first
insert square compartments 0, 1, 2, ..., k — 1 with arbitrary elements
(or with elements 1 in the diagonal and the remaining elements zero)
corresponding to degrees 0, 1, 2, ..., h—l; and then a compartment lx
inverse to the compartment l± of the dialytic array. This completes
the array for degree lY; all its rows are inverse to all members of M
and represent Noetherian equations. Next insert a compa-rtment lx + 1
inverse to the compartment lx + 1 of the dialytic array, and continue
its rows backwards so as to be inverse to the first set of rows of the
dialytic array. This completes the array for degree h + 1 ; and we
can proceed similarly to find in theory the whole of the Noetherian
array.
The object of the diagram is merely to exhibit the whole system of
Noetherian equations, which it evidently does. If F is a polynomial
for which all the Noetherian equations for degree t are satisfied, then,
up to and inclusive of its terms of degree t, F is a linear combination
of members of the module of underdegree ^ t, i.e. F is expressible
as far as degree t in the form X1F1 + X2F2 + ... + XkFk, where
X1} X2, ••-, Xk are polynomials, and F= 0 mod (M, Ot+1). Consequently if F satisfies the whole system of Noetherian equations
it is of the form P^ + P2F2 + ... + PkFk, where Pl9 P 2 , ..., Pk are
power series. Hence FF0 = 0 mod M9 where F0 has a non-vanishing
constant term (§ 56); and, if ilfis a Noetherian module, F= 0 mod M.
Hence the whole system of modular equations of a Noetherian modide
can be expressed as a system of Noetherian equations.
66. Modular Equations of Simple Modules. If in the
last article the rows of the compartment l± + i of the dialytic array
should be equal in number to the power products of degree h + i
there will be no Noetherian equations of absolute degree > lx + i.
In this case the Noetherian equations are finite in number and
can be actually determined (at any rate in numerical examples).
This can only happen when the module contains the origin as an
isolated point, and the Noetherian equations are then the modular
equations of the simple Noetherian module contained in the given
module. The simple module itself is (M, Ol^+i) and lx + i is its
characteristic number.
Thus the simple modules at isolated points of a given module M
can all be found by moving the origin to each point in succession and
finding its Noetherian equations and characteristic number.
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Let M have a simple module at the point (al9 a2, .., an). Move
the origin to the point and find the Noetherian equations. They will
be represented by finite negative power series
^ = ^ = . . . = ^ =0
and all derivates of the same. Also any such system represents
a simple module at the origin ; the fact that the coefficients of
El9 E29 ..., Eh are recurrent functions (§ 63) placing no restriction
on them when finite in number. Let Ei = ^cPlt p ..., p (xPlx2'2 • •. x^Y1
be of absolute degree y * - l . Moving the origin back to its original
position, that is, to the point (—al9 — a29 •.., — #w), the equation Ei = 0
becomes (§ 64)
2 fa + thf1 (c8 + a2)2?2... (cn + a*)** (^ ? V 2 . . . a?/")- 1 - 0,
where, after expanding (cx + a ^ 1 ... (cn + an)Pn, each c/ 1 ... cnQn is to
be put equal to the known constant cq q ...tQn which it represents.
Also %, <z2,.... qn = 0 if ^i + ^2 + • • • + g» > yo
(* + aj* (c2 + aa)Pa • • • (*» + ^

Thus

= ( l + - V 1 . • • ( 1 + - T afW2 • • • anp»
\

\
Cln J
a lhnP'2
a

QJ\J

-le
~~

V\,V^t

•••> Vn

l

2

**"

Pn
n

'

where k^p ...tP is a whole function of pl9 p29 •••, £>n of degree yz-— 1.
Hence the modular equations of any simple module at the
point (al9 a29 ..., an) are represented by power series
^,kp1)1y2,

...,2^n^i

<%2 '"dn

(#1

X2~...Xn

J

=

0

and their derivates, where #Pll2>2,...,Pn is a whole function ofp l9 p 2 ,..-,p n Conversely any system of equations (finite in number) of this type
with all their derivates is a system of modular equations of a simple
module at the point (al9 a29 ..., av).
The following is a consequence of the above. The general solution
for the recurrent function cPltP ...tPn (§ 63) satisfying a set of recurrent equations S av p ..., v c Pl+Z]L ,..., Pn+in = 0 for all positive
p

integral values of ll9 l29 ..., 4, when the corresponding polynomials
^avvv2, ~.,pn®ihx22-- ®nn bave only a finite number of points
(al9 a29 ..., #9l) in common, is ^Aa^a*2...
anPn9 where A is a whole
function of pl9 p29 ..., pn dependent on the point (al9 a2, ..., an) and
involving linear parameters. When the polynomials have an infinite
number of points in common there can scarcely be said to be a general
solution for c^p ...tP .
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Properties of Simple Modules
67. Theorem. If the resultant of (Fl9F2) ..., JPW) does not
vanish identically the number of Noetherian equations of any simple
module of (Fu F2, ...,Fn) is equal to the multiplicity of the corresponding solution of Fi-F2 = ••• = Fn = 0 given by the resultant.
This theorem is proved for the case n = 2 in (Ml3 p. 388) and for
the general case in (L, p. 98). Both proofs are very complicated;
and a simpler proof is given here.
By the resultant of (JP\ ,F2,. ~,Fn) we shall understand the resultant
with respect to x\, x2, •••> #w-i, viz. a polynomial in xni the variables
having been subjected to a homogeneous linear substitution beforehand.
Move the origin to any point of (Fu F2, ••, Fn). Then, if xn is the
highest power of xn which divides the resultant, C is the multiplicity
of the solution of F1 = F2 = ... = Fn = 0 corresponding to the origin.
Let Q be the whole simple module of (Fu F2, •-., JPW) at the origin,
and N the number of its modular equations. We have to prove that
C=N.
Consider first the specially simple case in which the origin is not
a singular point of the curve (F2i Fa, ..., Fn). The terms of the first
degree in F2, Fs, ...,Fn are then linearly independent. For simplicity
we may suppose them to be x2)x2, ..., xn. Then F1 can be modified
by F2i Fs,..., Fn so that its terms of lowest degree reduce to the single
term x-f. Hence the modular equations of Q, or Noetherian equations
of (Fu F2, ..., Fn), are x\~p+1 = Xi~p+2 = ... = ^ r 1 = 1 = 0 (§ 65), so that
N=p. Also the number of points of intersection of FX=F2 = ... =Fn=0
that coincide with the origin is p, so that G=p. Hence C=N.
Consider now the general case. Let Fi, F2} ..., Fn' be n polynomials whose coefficients are arbitrary except that they satisfy the
N equations of Q. Then (FUF2,...9 Fn) and (i^V, F2, ..., Fnf) have
the same simple module Q at the origin, and the same N. It can be
proved also that they have the same C. By the Lasker-No ether
theorem (§ 56), since (Fl9 F2, ...,Fn) and (Fi, F2i ..., Fn') have the
same Noetherian equations, there exist polynomials </>l9 <£2, ..., <j>n and
<£/, <t>2, .--j <l>n, none of which vanish at the origin, such that
4>iFi = Omod(<F1',F2'9...,Fn') and # 1 ^ = 0 mod (Fl9 F2, ..., Fn).
Hence the module (<f>iFl9 <I>2F2,..., <t>nFn) contains (i^/, F2\ ..., Fn')9
and the resultant of the former is divisible by that of the latter (§ 11).
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But the resultant of (faF^ <t>2F2, •••, <t>nFn) is the product of 2n
resultants of which one only, the resultant of (FlfF2, •••, i^), has xn
as a factor. Hence the resultant of (Flt F2,..., Fn) is divisible by as
high a power of xn as the resultant of (Fi, Fi, ..., Fn), and vice versa;
i.e. the two resultants are divisible by the same power of xn.
Now the resultant of the terms of highest degree lu l2, ..., 4 in
Fi, F2', •.., Fn' does not vanish, for the coefficients of these terms are
absolutely arbitrary if ll9 l2) ..., ln are all chosen as high as the
characteristic number of Q. Hence the equations Fi=F2f=...=Fn' = 0
have no solutions at infinity, and the number of their finite solutions
is lj2---In, taking multiplicity into account. Also the sum of the
values of iVfor all the points of (Fi, Fi, ..., Fn') is lj2...ln (end of § 58),
i.e. is equal to the sum of the values of C. Also each point of
(Fi, Fi, ..-, Fnf) except the origin comes under the simple case
considered above; for even if the curve (Fi, Fi, ..., Fn') has any
singular points other than the origin, F-l does not pass through them,
since the origin is the only fixed point of Fi. Hence the values of C
and N are equal at each point of (Fi, F2', ..., Fn') other than theorigin, and are therefore also equal at the origin. This proves the
theorem.
6 8 . Definitions. The multiplicity of a simple module is the
number of its independent Noetherian equations.
This number has a geometrical interpretation when the theory of
the resultant is applicable; but in general it has only an algebraical
interpretation.
The multiplicity of a primary module of rank r is the multiplicity
of each of the simple modules into which it resolves when regarded as
a module in r variables only.
Thus there are four important numbers in connection with any
primary module, viz. the rank r, the order d, the characteristic number
y, and the multiplicity ^.
A primary module of rank r will be said to be of the principal
Noetherian class if there is a module (Flf F2, ..., Fr) of rank r which
contains it and does not contain any primary module of greater
multiplicity with the same spread. On moving the origin to any
general point of the spread any member of the primary module will be
of the form P1F1 + P2F2 + ... + PrFr, where P l 5 P2, ...,Pr are power
series.
In other words, the primary modules into which a module of the
principal class resolves are said to be of the principal Noetherian class.
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Any prime module is of the principal Noetherian class ; but in general
a primary module is such that any module of the principal class which
contains it determines a primary module of greater multiplicity. For
example, O2 is of multiplicity n + 1, but any module of the principal
class of rank n containing O2 contains a simple module at the origin of
multiplicity 2n at least.
If M is a module of rank n the number of its modular equations is
finite and equal to the sum 2/x of the multiplicities of its simple
modules. In order that we may have F=Q mod M the coefficients of
jFmust satisfy the 2//. equations (which will not be independent unless
F\& of sufficiently high degree). Any set of 2/x linearly independent
polynomials such that no linear combination of them is a member of M
is called a complete set of remainders for M; and has the property that
any polynomial F which is not a member of M is congruent mod M to
a unique linear combination of the set of remainders. The simplest
way of choosing a complete set of remainders is to take the polynomial
1 of degree 0, then as many power products of degree 1 as possible,
then as many power products of degree 2 as possible, and so on, till
a set of 2/x power products has been obtained of which no linear
combination is a member of M. We shall call any such set a simple
complete set of remainders for M.
If M=[Fl9 E2,..., Fh] is a simple Noetherian module no member
E of the system [Eu E2, ..., Eh~] can have the same coefficients
(assumed real) as a member F of M; for if E and F had the same
coefficients the sum of their squares would be zero. Hence if the
members of the system \EU E2, ..., Eh] have their power products
changed from negative to positive they will form a complete set of
remainders for M.
69, A Noetherian principal system [J&7J is uniquely expressible as
a system [E] such that the polynomial F with the same coefficients as E
is a member of the module [E]/0.
Let E2i Es, ..., En be a complete set of linearly independent
derivates of Ex all of less absolute degree than El9 and let F±, F2, ..., F^
be the polynomials having the same coefficients as E1} E2, ..., E^,
Then E2, E3i ..., E^ are the members of the system
[E1]IO = [%1.E1, %2.Ely...,wn.E1];
and F2, Fs,..., F^ is a complete set of remainders for the module
[E^/O. Hence there is a unique F such that
F=F1 + \2F2+... + ^FfX = 0mod[E1]/O.
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The member E of \E^\ with the same coefficients as F is unique, and
the system [E] is the same as the system [2?J. A homogeneous
Noetherian equation is already in its unique form.
7 0 . If E is homogeneous and of absolute degree I the numbers of
linearly independent derivates of E of degrees V and l-V are equal.
Let Eu E2, • ••, EN be the members of the system [E] of degree V,
and F1} F2, . . . , FL the members of the module [E] of degree /', and
Gl9 G2, ..., GN the polynomials which have the same coefficients as
EY, E2, •••, EN', SO that F1}..., Fz, Gl9..., (reform a complete set of
linearly independent homogeneous polynomials of degree /'. Then the
Fr, F2-, ..., jFx-derivates of i ? vanish identically, and the Gr, G2-, . . . ,
GN-derivates are the derivates of degree l-l\ and are linearly independent ; otherwise some linear combination of Gl9 G2,..., GN would be
a member of the module [E], Hence the numbers of derivates of
E of degrees / ' and l-V are equal.
7 1 . The modular equations of a simple module Q of the principal
Noetherian class consist of a single equation E=Q and its derivates;
that is, a simple module of the principal Noetherian class is a principal
system (M, p. 109).
Take the origin at the point of Q. Then the modular equations of
Q are Noetherian, and the characteristic number y of Q is 1 more than
the absolute degree of the highest modular equation. Also since Q is
of the principal Noetherian class it is the whole Noetherian module
contained in a certain module M=(F1, F2, ..., Fn) of rank n. By
choosing the degrees ll9 l2, ..., ln of Fl9 F2, ..., Fn to be > y we may
assume (Fu F2, ..., Fn) to be an ^T-basis of M (§ 49).
Now if F is any polynomial of degree l± + 4 + ... + ln-n1 such
that xYF, X2F,...,
xnFare all members of Mthen Fitself is a member.
We prove this for 2 variables referring for the general proof to (M, p. 110).
When n = 2, we have
x1F=A1F1

+ A*Fi,

where A1} Bx are of degrees ^l2Hence
or
or

x2F=B1F1

+ B2F2,

2 and A2, B2 of degrees ^ h - 2.

x2 (A.F, + A3F2) = xY {BXF, +

B2F2\

(x2AY -XJBJ) F2 = (xxB2-x2A2)

F2 ,

x2Ai~

x1B1 = 0 = x1B2 — x2A2,

since x2A1-x1B1
is of degree < l2 and cannot be divisible by F2.
Hence Al9 A2 are both divisible by xY, and F= 0 mod (Fl9 F2).
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Suppose Q=[EU E2, ..., Eh], where each Ei is relevant, that is,
not a member of the system [Eu ..., EL-l9 Ei+1, ..., Eh]. Then the
conditions that xYF, x2F, ..., xnF are to be members of M require
only that the coefficients of F should satisfy all the derivates of
E1 = E2= ... = Eh - 0 (but not these equations themselves) and all the
modular equations of the other simple modules of M\ i.e. lj2...ln-h
equations in all. But these conditions require F=0modM] or that
the coefficients of Fshould satisfy all the 44...4 modular equations of
My which are equivalent to lj2...ln - 1 independent equations as applied
to F (§ 58). Hence the lj2...ln-h
equations as applied to F are
equivalent to no less than lj2...ln—l independent equations. Hence
k = l, and Q = [E1].
The converse of this theorem, viz. that a simple principal system is
of the principal Noetherian class, is true in the case of 2 variables (M3),
but not true in the case of more than 2 variables. Thus
l/vi

\jLi

2

i

/yj

-r tl>2

^ _1_ ry>

^ «^3

" \ — f iy

J ~ V^l

& __ ™ ~

/v> -^

«^2 j Xi

ryi £

ni

/v»

X3 j ^2^3i

/yt

ry>

^3^1 >

/)-> syi \

XiXoJ

is a principal system which is not of the principal Noetherian class.
72. A module of the principal class of rank n is a principal
system. Let [Ej], [E2], ..., [Ea] be the simple modules into which the
given module resolves, and y1, y2, ...,y a the characteristic numbers,
and al9 a2, ..., aa the ^-coordinates of the points of [i?i], [i£>],..., [Ea].
The given module [Ely E2, ..., Ea] will be proved to be identical with
[E1 +
E2+...+Ea].
Since xx - a% contains the spread of [Et], (x\ - a,^7* is a member of
the module [Et], §32, and {x^-a^1 .Ei vanishes identically (§ 61).
Hence from the equation E1 + E2+ ... + Ea = 0 we have
(x, - a2)y* {xl - a3)ys...(x,-

aa)ya-. Ex = 0.

The operator on the left hand is a polynomial in xl - a1 in which the
constant term does not vanish ; hence if we apply the inverse operator
(#! — a2)~y'2...(x1-aa)~ya
expanded in powers of (x^-cij) as far as
(x-y-a^f1'1 we shall obtain E1 = 0\ since (x± - a^1. El vanishes
identically when / > y1.
Hence Eu and similarly E2, ESi ..., .&, are all derivates of
E!+E2+... + Ea and the given module [EUE2,...9Ea] = [E1 + E2+... + Ea].
If M is a module of the principal class of rank r then 3f{r) and
all its simple modules are principal systems. Hence any module of the
principal class, and its primary modules, are principal systems (§ 82).
M.
6
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7 3 . If a simple module 31^ of multiplicity /x is a principal system
[E], and 31'^ is a simple module of multiplicity /x' contained in 31^, and
31J31'^ = 31"^, then 31^31" ^ = 31'^, and /x' + /x" = /x (M, p. 111).
The modular equations of 31^/31'^ are the jP-derivates of E=0,
where F is any member of 31'^ (§ 62). Let Fu F2, ..., F^ be a
complete set of remainders for 31'^. To these can be added F^+l,..., F^
so that Flf F2, ..., Ffj, is a complete set of remainders for 31^. Also
each of F^+1, • ••, JP/X can be modified by a linear combination of
F±, F2, ..., F^ so as to become a member of ili"V ? and we will
suppose this to have been done. Then the F^+r, ..., i^-derivates of
E=0 are modular equations of 31" ^>, and are linearly independent,
since no linear combination of F^+li ..., F^ is a member of 31^. Also
any other jP-derivate of E=^0, where F is a member of iHf'^, is
dependent on the /x - /x' equations already found, since
F=\1F1 + \2F2+...+

X ^ mod i!/^,

which requires, since F— 0 mod ili"V>
^i-Pi + ^
or

+ • • • + V-*V = 0 mod ili">,
Xx = X2 = ... = X^ = 0 .

Hence the JP-derivate of E=Q is the (V+i-^*'+i+ ••• + 'VJP/x)-derivate,
and the number of modular equations of 31''^ is /x- /x', i.e. /x = /x' + /x".
Also since 31' ^31" ^ contains 31^, 31'^ contains 31^/31"^ which is
of multiplicity /x — /x" = /x'. Hence iHf ^ = MJM"^.
It is true in general for unmixed modules of the same rank that if
31 is a principal system containing 31', and 31/31' = 31", then 31', 31"
are mutually residual with respect to M (cf. § 24, Ex. ii).
In (M, p. 112) the opinion is expressed that if 31^ is any simple
module of multiplicity /x, and 31'^ any module contained in 31^, then
the multiplicity of 31^31' ^ cannot exceed /x - p. This is not correct,
as the following example shows.
Example. Let
31f, = [E\, E2] = [(tfxtfg)-1 + (x2X4)-\ (^i^) - 1 + (tf^e)-1],
and
31V = (#i, #2, # 2 ) = fe-1, #4_1, ^s""1, ^e"1],
so that
/x = 2 + 6 + 1 = 9, /*' = 4 + 1 = 5.
Then
MJM'r=[El9
E2]lfa, x2) = [x1.E1, x2.E1} x\.E2, x2.E2]
Hence (since 31J 31'^ = 31'^) 31'^ and 31'^ are mutually residual
with respect to 31^ ; and the multiplicity of 31^/31'^ is /x' > //, - //.
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It can be proved that if M^ is simple and contains M'^ the
multiplicity of MJM'^ cannot exceed 1 + \ (/x — /x')2 or f + \ (/x - /x')2
according as /x - /x' is even or odd.
74. If a simple H-module M^ of multiplicity /x is a principal
system [F] with characteristic number y, and if M'^, M"^ are
mutually residual with respect to M'^, and /xz, jjflt ^\ are the numbers of
linearly independent modular equations of M^ M'^, M"^ of degree I,
then fi'i> + IK'V, = i*v-[A^, where I' + 1" = y — l (M, p. 112).
Here JS'is homogeneous and of absolute degree y- 1; and we have
already shown that /x?/ = /xr (§70). The /x"r modular equations of
M"^ of degree I" are i^'-derivates of F=0, where F' is a member
of M'^ of degree /'. Hence /x'V' is the number of members F' of
M'^ of degree V of which no linear combination is a member F of M^;
for F.E vanishes identically. There are /xr polynomials in all of
degree V of which no linear combination is a member of M^, and /xV of
these are such that no linear combination of them is a member of M'^,
while the remainder /x^-^V can be modified by the \*!v so as to be
members of M'^. Hence
p"v = Pi'-M',

or i*!v + ii!'v = ii.v = iLi>,.

Thus the values of /x"? are known for all values of / in terms of the
values of /^ and fi't for all values of /.
75.

If M is any module of rank It tit tf/^ y e/1^2 j • • • j ^n)
and MQ the
equivalent H-module tit Jb\ , ... j ^"Yl j "^Q J
and fjim the number of modular
equations of(M0)XQ=0 of degree m, then the number of modular equations
of Mfor degree m is
ffm=l+/A1 + p2+ ... +/Xm.
This is immediately seen by considering the scheme of § 59
carried as far as degree m. The number of rows in the compartments
0, 1, 2, . . . , / - 1 of the inverse array is the number of power
products of degree ^ I- 1, and each such power product inverted
represents a modular equation of (jSf0)*0-o. This number is therefore
1+/x1 + /x 2 +... + jLtz_1# The numbers of rows in the succeeding compartments are /xz, /x m , ..., /xm; and Hm is the total number of rows,
VIZ. 1 + /xx + /x2 + . . . + / x m .

Also the total number of modular equations of 31, or the sum of the
multiplicities of its simple modules, is equal to the multiplicity of
6—2
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76. If 31 is any module of rank n and \*! the sum of the multiplicities of its simple modules, we can choose n members Fj, F2, ..., Fn
of 31' such that the resultant of their terms of highest degree does
not vanish. If then the sum of the multiplicities of the simple
modules of M= (I\, F2, ..., Fn) is //. the sum of the multiplicities of
the simple modules of 31/31' is /*-/// (§§ 71, 73), and if MjM' = 31"
then 31/31" =31'. The important point is that 31' is unrestricted
except that it is composed of simple modules. The simple modules of
31 are principal systems, but not those of 31'. These remarks are
intended to point out the generality of the following theorem.
If (F1, F2, ..., Fn) is an H-basis of a module 31of rank n, and
31' any module contained in 31, and 31" the residual module M/3I',
then 31', 31" are mutually residual with respect to M, and
H V - H"i" = H'l'+v - Hi" = Hv — H"v +v,
where V + I" + n + 1 is the sum of the degrees of F1, F2, . ••, Fni and Hu
Hi, H"i are the numbers of modular equations of M, 31', 31" for
degree I.
This gives the values of H"i for all values of I in terms of the
values of H\ for all values of / ; for Hi is known by § 58.
The theorem is a generalization of the Brill-Noether reciprocity
theorem (BN, p. 280, §5, u Der Riernann-Roch'sche Satz"). It expresses the reciprocal relations between the numbers of the conditions
which must be satisfied by members of 31' and 31" in order that the
product 31'31" may contain M.
A somewhat more general theorem is the following:
If (F-L, F2, ••-, Fjc) is an H-basis of a module 31 of rank n such
that the H-module determined by the terms of highest degree in
Fl9 F2, •.., Fk is a principal system ivith characteristic number y, and
if M' is any module contained in 31, and 31" the residual module
31/31, then 31', 31" are mutually residual with respect to 31, and
H'v-H"r
= H'l+r-Hr
= Hv~H"l+V', where J' + r = y - 2 .
We shall prove this more general theorem which includes the other.
We must prove first that the simple modules of 31 are all principal
systems'*. Let M0) 31$, 3I0" be the ZT-modules in %u x2, ..., xn, cc0
equivalent to 31, 31', 31", Then (ili0)a;0=o is a principal system ; and
* The converse that if M is a module of rank n whose simple modules are all
principal systems (M0)a = 0 i s a principal system is not true. For example, if M
is the module in 2 variables determined by 3 points in a plane, then (M0)x =Q has
the modular equations x1~l=x2~1 = l = 0, and is not a principal system.
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the multiplicities /x, ^', //' of (iJf0)*0=o, (M0%,0==0, (MQ'\^ are the sums
of the multiplicities of the simple modules of 31, M', 31" (§ 75). Let
Q' be the module determined by the a points forming the spread of 31,
and Q" the residual module M/Q'. Also let Q0', Q0" be the iST-modules
equivalent to Q', Q". Then, since Q'Q" contains 31, QQ'Q0" contains
M0, and (Qo'Q0")x0=o contains (310)Xo==0, which is a principal system.
Hence also (Qo%0=0 contains (Mo)Xo=o/(Qo)x0=io whose multiplicity is
/* — a; i.e. the sum of the multiplicities of the simple modules of
Q" > [j. - a. This is only possible when the simple modules of 31 are
all principal systems; for if-[2?i, ..., Eh] is the simple module of M a t
the point P (say), the corresponding simple modules of Q', Q" are P and
[JEi, E2, ..., Eh]/P, and the multiplicity of the latter is h less than that
so that /x-2A> fx — a, 2A ^ a = a, a n d h = l. I t
of [E1,E2,...,Eh];
follows that 31' and 31" are mutually residual with respect to 31.
It also follows that \x = /// + /x"', and that (if0%o=0 anc^ CW)ao=° a r e
mutually residual with respect to (Jf0)a,0=0. Hence /^V+i+^'V- = /v+i =/V'
(§ 74). Also H'v =l+fi1' + fjL2,+ ...+ ixr (§ 75). Hence
(H'v+l«-H'l)

+ H"v,

= (/*V+i + /*V+2+ ••• + /*V + r ) + ( l + /*i" + /*2" + ••• + /M")

= 1 + (n'r+i» + fh") + (f*i'+i»-i + / O + ... + 0*V+i + /M")
= 1 + /^ + /x2 + ... + fxr = Hv,;
i.e.

Hv - H"r = JSTV+r - # r = Hv - J5TY+r.

Modular Equations of Unmixed Modules
77. We have hitherto specially considered modules 0/ rank n,
that is, modules which resolve into simple modules. The iZ-module
of rank n is of a special type, since it is itself a simple module, and its
equations are homogeneous. The general case of a module of rank n
is therefore that of a module which is not an ^T-module. When
however we consider a module of rank < n it is of some advantage to
replace it by its equivalent ^T-module, which is of the same rank but
of greater dimensions by 1. We shall not avoid by this means the
consideration of modules which are not ZT-modules, but the results
obtained will be expressed more conveniently. We shall therefore
assume that the given module 31 whose modular equations and properties are to be discussed is ani?-module in n variables xY, x2, •••> ®n-
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By treating any //-module ilfofrank r (whether mixed or unmixed)
as a module M{r) in r variables X^, X% > • • • j Xy
it will resolve into simple
modules and have only a finite number of modular equations, viz. a
number /x equal to the sum of the multiplicities of its simple modules.
The unknowns in the modular equations will be represented by negative
power products of xu x2, ..., # r while the coefficients will be whole
functions of the parameters xr+1, ..., xn. The module determined by
these modular equations will be unmixed, viz. the L.C.M. of all the
primary modules of M of rank r (§ 43); and will be the module M
itself if M is unmixed. We proceed to discuss these equations and
shall call them the r-dimensional modular equations of iff (or the modular
equations of M(r)) since they are obtained by regarding the module M
as a module M^ in space of r dimensions. M^ is not an //"-module.
The dialytic array of M{r\ We choose any basis (F,, F2,..., F^)
of M as the basis of ili(r). This is not in general an //-basis of M{r).
The module MXr i==.#>=a,n==0 determined by the highest terms of the members of the basis of if(r) is of rank r (assuming that xly x2f •••, xn have
been subjected to a linear homogeneous substitution beforehand) and
is therefore a simple //-module whose characteristic number will be
denoted by y.
Construct a dialytic array for il/ (r) whose elements are whole
functions of xr+u ...,xn in which each row represents an elementary
member ^Fj of 3£{r\ where w^ is a power product of X\, X2 j • • • j Xf
(cf. § 59). The first set of rows will represent the members of the
basis which are of lowest degree I, the next set a complete set of
elementary members of degree l + l which are linearly independent of
one another and of the complete rows in the first set, the next set a
complete set of elementary members of degree 1+2 linearly independent
of one another and of the complete rows in the first two sets, and
so on.
In comparing this with the scheme of § 59 there is the obvious
difference that the elements of the array are whole functions of
xr+1, ..., xn instead of pure constants; and there is the more important
difference that the compartments I, l + l, ... do not necessarily consist of
independent rows, because the array is not constructed from an Hbasis of ilf(r). It is only the complete rows of the array that are independent. The elements in the compartments are all pure constants
independent of xr+1,..., xn. The diagram of § 59 serves perfectly
well to illustrate the dialytic array although its properties are now
different.
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In each compartment we choose a set of independent rows such that
all the remaining rows of the compartment are dependent on them, and
we name them regular rows and extra rows respectively, and apply the
same terms to the complete rows of which they form part. In the
compartment 7 the regular rows will form a square array, and the same
will be true of the compartments 7+ 1, 7 + 2, .... Eventually a compartment 8 > 7 will be reached such that the number of rows in the
whole array for degree 8 is exactly /x less than the whole number of
columns, where ft is the number of modular equations of M^ as mentioned above. After this all succeeding compartments 8 + 1, 8 + 2, ...
will consist of square arrays only without any extra rows.
We can now modify any extra row of the array by regular rows so
as to make all its elements which project beyond the columns of degree
7 - I vanish, and this leaves its elements in the columns up to degree
7 - 1 whole functions of xr + 1, ..., xn of the same degrees as they were
before. If this is done with all the extra rows projecting beyond the
columns of degree 7 - 1 the array may be said to be brought to its
regular form in which the whole number of rows of the array for degree
7 - 1 is /x less than the whole number of columns, and all the compartments 7, 7 + 1, ... are made square. The extra rows, modified so as to
end at the columns of degree 7 - 1, represent members of M(r) of degree
7 - 1 which are not elementary members ^iFj.
We may further modify the regular form of the complete array for
degree 7 - 1 so as to reduce the number of rows in each compartment
7 - I , 7 - 2 , . . . successively to independent rows. The elements of
some of the rows of the array for degree 7 - 1 may thus become fractional in xr + 1, ..., xn, and the whole number of compartments will in
general be increased, so that the last (or first) compartment will be
numbered V<L Supposing this to be done we can choose a simple
complete set of remainders for M^r) consisting of all power products of
of degree <l' and as many power products of each
degree I" ^ V as the number of columns of the compartment I" exceeds
the number of rows of the same. We denote these power products in
ascending degree by wlt a>2, ..., co^ (so that ^ = 1) and all remaining
power products to infinity in ascending degree by ov + i, «v+2, •••• The
two series wl5co2j ...,00^ and ov + 1, w^ + 21 ••• overlap in respect to the
degrees of their terms.
The basis of M used for constructing the dialytic array of M(r) must
be one in which each member is of the same degree in 9C\, $?2) • • •, xr as in
#!, #2, ..., xn. We shall say that M is a perfect module if the array
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of i!f(r> as originally constructed has no extra rows, i.e. if the basis
(Flt F2, ..., Fk) is an ZT-basis of M<rl
78. Solution of the dialytic equations of ilf(r). We return
to what has been called above the regular form of the dialytic array
of M(r\ Each row represents a member of 31{r) and supplies a
congruence equation mod M^r\ Solving these equations, regarding
<«V+i, co/x+2, ... as the unknowns, we have
Dwp + .Dpl(o1 + Dp2o)2+ ... + DPIJL(D[X = QmodM{r)

(p = H< + 1, p+ 2, ...).

There are two slightly different cases according as the degree of
<»P < y or ^ y. If G)p is of degree < y we use the regular form of the
array for degree y — 1 for solving for wp. D is then the determinant
of this array formed from the columns corresponding to <»v+i, <*v+2, ...,
and Dpi the determinant formed from the columns corresponding to
<Vu, ..., Wp-i, <ty, a ^ , .... If (Dp is of degree ^ y Ave must use the
array up to the degree of wp in order to solve for wp. D is the same
as in the former case except for a factor independent of xr+ly • ••, ®n
(since the compartments y, y + 1, ... are square and all their elements
are pure constants) by which the equation can be divided. Also Dpi
is a sum of products of determinants of the regular form of the array for
degree y ~ 1 with determinants from the remaining rows of the larger
array, so that the H.c.r. of the determinants of the array for degree
y - 1 can be divided out, and we obtain in both cases
(A)

Bup + jRplo)1 + ... + Rmov = 0 modM{r)

(p = /*,+ 1, /*+ 2, ...).

This equation is homogeneous in x±, x2, •••»•#«> and each Rpi is
homogeneous in xr+1, ..., xn. Also, owing to the fact that the remainders a)l5 a>2, ..., o)^ are a simple set, each up is congruent modil/ (r)
to a linear combination of those power products wj, w2, ..., o^ which
are of equal or less degree than wp. Hence Rpi vanishes if the degree
of o)t exceeds the degree of o>p. Also R = l if M is perfect (cf. § 81).
79. T h e modular equations of M{r). If the coefficient of
^p = Xi1X22...x^r
iii the general member of M^r) of any degree is
represented by w_p = {xihx22 ...'Xrr)~l wre have
o).^! + w_2 w2 + ... + co.pWp + ... = 0 mod M^\
and, by (A),
CO

R (cU_j Cl^ + . . . + G>_ ^ (D^) =

2

G)_j, ( i £ p l COj + Rp2 G>2 + . .. + j ? ? ^ CO^) m o d 3 / ^ .
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Here coefficients of <D1} W2, ..., a^ on both sides are equal, i.e.
(B)

Ro>-i=

5

Rpiu_p

( i = l , 2, ..., i*).

p = fx + l

This is the complete system of modular equations of ilf(r), or r-dimensional modular equations of 3f, and the system includes all its oivn
derivates. R and all the Rpi are definite whole functions ofxr+1, ..-, xn.
If any other complete system were given and solved for (o.j, w_2, ..., <o_/x
in terms of w-^-i, o)_/x_2, ... the result would be the unique system (B).
Since in (A) Ru)p and Rpiu>i are of the same degree in xu x2, ..., xn,
so in (B), Rw-i and Rpi<D-p are of the same degree, i.e. all terms in one
equation (B) are of the same degree in xl9 x2, ..., xn. Also since (§ 78)
Rpi vanishes if the degree of ^ exceeds the degree of wp there is no a>_p
on the right-hand side of (B) of less absolute degree than w_^; but every
w_jj of the same degree as w_^ and not among o)_l5 co_2, ..., w_fJi will
appear on the right-hand side of (B).
(B) is the complete system of r-dimensional equations of the L. C M .
of all the primary modules of M of rank r; and will decompose into
separate distinct systems corresponding to the separate primary
modules of rank r if M has more than one irreducible spread of rank r.
The n-dimensional equations. We can obtain the whole system of
^-dimensional equations of M corresponding to the system (B) as follows:
o)_p or (x1Plx2P2...ccrr)~1 represents the whole coefficient of
x\lx22...xPr
in the general member of M{r\ i.e. it stands for

the summation extending to all values of pr+lj • -., pn only. If this be
in each of the equations (B) the
substituted for each (x*h ...x^)'1
whole coefficients of the power products of ar+1, •-., xn will represent
the w-dimensional equations. This tvill be the whole system of
n-dimensional equations of M if M is unmixed, as we shall assume
hereafter is the case.
The whole system of modular equations of a mixed module may be
regarded as consisting of the separate systems corresponding to the
primary modules into which it resolves.
80.
(C)

The system of homogeneous equations
Ro>-i = 2>Bpiw-p

(j=l,

2, ..., /x)

obtained from the system (B) by retaining only those terms on the right
hand in which Rpi and a>_2) are of the same degrees as R and a>_^
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respectively is the complete system of equations of the simple H-module
determined by the highest terms in xu x2, ..., xr of the members of an
H-basis of M^r\
This can be seen by considering the diagram of § 59 assuming that
it had been constructed from an //-basis of M{r). The compartments
/, 1+ 1, / + 2, ... in the two arrays in §59 are the dialytic and inverse
arrays of the simple //-module determined by the highest terms of the
members of the //"-basis; and the modular equations of this simple
//-module are represented by the compartments 0, 1, ..., /, l+l, ...
of the inverse array. The system (C) is that which is represented by
the compartments of the inverse array.
81. If R = 1 the module M (assumed unmixed) is perfect. Since
M is unmixed every whole member of M{r) is a member of iHf (§43).
Also, since B=l, there is an inverse array of M{r) each of whose
compartments consists of independent rows in which all the elements
are pure constants. Hence there is a corresponding dialytic array
having the same property. From this it follows that M is perfect (§ 77).
82. T h e /-dimensional and /7-dimensional equations
of M.
If the system (B) is a principal system, i.e. if all its equations are
derivates of a single one of them, each simple module of M^r) is a
principal system; for if F is a polynomial containing all the simple
modules of M{r) except one, then M{r)j(F) is the last one, and is
a principal system (§ 62). The converse is also true (see § 72). Also
the unmixed module M in n variables is a principal system, as we
proceed to prove.
Let the r-dimensional equation of which all the equations of the
system (B) are derivates be
CO

where JRPltPc)i ...5Pr is a homogeneous polynomial in xr+1, ..., scn of
degree px + p2 + • • • + pr + 8. The integer S may be negative, but the
more unfavourable case for the proof is that in which it is positive.
Let cp p2t ...tPn be the coefficient of ODVJ^_... xnPn in RPvP2t ...,Pr, so that
pr+i + ... +Pn=Pi+ ••• +pr + & To convert the equation into an ndimensional equation we put
t^X^H
\ii-l

„ Pr\-1
tt-2

• • • ^r

)

_ 2 „<lr+l

^ qn (

— "^ ™VJL.\ ' ' ' ^u

Pi
v

l

„ Pr,
rQr+l
r

* *'

r+1

„
'""

n

Qn\-i
J
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as in § 79, and we have

or, equating the whole coefficient of a? J'+J• • • &nn to zero,
2c

1 .,.p...... P »(^

,

-^ a ^r ft+i -^'"" ft )- i =o,

(2)

p

which is homogeneous and of absolute degree lr+1+ ...+ln-8.
Similarly the general ^-dimensional equation obtained from the
coefficient of x™^...x™n in the xl1..,^'-derivate
of (1) is
•Sr
(™pl-h
'*iyVuVi>--->Vn\^
V

„ Pr-tr
•••*&»•

J ' H l ~ Pr+1
„ ^n~Vn\-\
r+1
'•'An
J

_ A
~v,

fo\
yoj

where tl9 ..., tr, mr+1, ..., mn are any n fixed positive integers (including zeros) such that ^ + ... + tr ^ a fixed limit r (since there are
only a finite number of linearly independent derivates of the original
/•-dimensional equation) and ( ^ " ' ^ . . ^ / ^ r ^ 1 " ^ , . . . a ? n , W w " P n ) - 1 is
zero if any one of the indices px-tu ..., pr - tri mr+1 -pr+i, • • •> mn — pn
is negative.
Consider all the ^-dimensional modular equations of degree I, that
is, all the equations of the system (3) of absolute degree /. The
absolute degree of (3) is
mr+1 + ... + mn-8 — tx- ... -tr= l.
Hence each of mr+li ..., mn is equal to or less than I+S+T;
and
every equation (3) of absolute degree I is a derivate of the single
equation (2) if lr+li ..., ln are all chosen as high as 1 + 8 + T. Hence
there is a single equation of which all the modular equations of M of
degree /are derivates, and any equation (2) in which lr+1, ..., ln are
not numerically specified will serve for the single equation.
It follows that the inverse system of any module M has a finite basis
[El9 E2i ..., Eh] ; for M resolves into a finite number of primary
modules of the same or of different ranks, and each primary module
of rank r has a finite number of r-dimensional equations, and a smaller
number of r-dimensional equations of which all the others are derivates,
and an equal or still smaller number of ^-dimensional equations of
which all the others are derivates.
8 3 . If (B) is a principal system it does not follow that (C) is a
principal system (footnote §76). If however (C) is a principal system
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(B) is a principal system. For the basis equation of the system (C)
must be the homogeneous equation
and all the other equations of (C) must be of less absolute degree.
Now the system (B) is unique and any equation obtained from it
R1 (D_1 + R2<0_2 + • • • + Rp M-p + • • • = 0

must be the result of multiplying the equations of (B) by RIX, B^-l3 •.., Ri
and adding and dividing out R. Hence the equation
CO

Ra)-i=

%Rpito-p

is exactly the same derivate of R^-^ = %RP^-P as the corresponding
homogeneous equation Ro)-i = ^Rpia)-p is of Ra)__fJL = %Rima>_p.
If (C) is a principal system the formulae of § 76 apply to any two
modules M', M" mutually residual with respect to ilf when regarded
as modules in r variables. If (B) is a principal system, but not (C),
the formula /x = y! + ix" applies, where /x, /x'5 /x" are the numbers of
equations in the systems (B), (B')> (B") for M, M\ M". This follows
from § 73 by summing for all the simple modules of M{r\
84. Modular equations of an //-module of the principal
class.
In the case of an jET-module (Fl9 F2, • ••, Fr) of rank r (C) is a
principal system (§71); and R=l, since (Fly F2, ..., Fr) is an Hbasis of MW (§ 49). Also, if Fl9 F2i ..., Fr are of degrees k, l2, ..., lr,
a complete set of remainders for M{r) consists of the hl2••• lr factors
of xlY~Yx2l2~Y...Xrr~l, since this is a complete set of remainders for
(&11, x22, ..., x/\ cf. §58. Hence the system (B) for M consists of
the single equation
\X1

... Xr

)

= .2 ltplt 2)2t ...} pr \X\

X2

...Xr

)

(4J

and its derivates, where px + . -. + pr > ^ + ... +lr — r, and consequently
Pi ^ ^ for one value at least of i. The corresponding ^-dimensional
equation is (§82)
S „<lr+l

T

«« (T

~~~ ^^Pi,
P

h-1

••••>Pn

T

h'-1

r + l '' *

Qr+1

n

T

«w\-l

^d/r+\""Ln
Q

or, by equating coefficients of x^~x...xnn~Y
V

Kr'i

'''

tV

r

« ^ r + ] _ • • • «^?i.

on both sides,

)

>
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When Fly F2, ..., Fr are general with letters for coefficients, the
cPl,2)2, ...f2? are rational functions of the coefficients and on multiplying
up by their common denominator K we can write the equation
K.{X\

x2^

...xn

)

== ,

^ -K-pvp2,—,pn,\3'i
p

^2

• ••#?»

)

J

'"\d)

where pY + p2 + ... +pn = k + l2 + • • • + 4 - n, and at least one pt ^ k
(« = 1, 2, ..., r) and every jty<^ ( i = r + l , •••, n). This is the ndimensional modular equation of (Fly F2, ..., Fr) of which all others
are derivates, lr+u ..., 4 being unspecified numerically. More explicitly it is the unique modular equation of the simple module
(Fl9 F2, ..., Fr, xl^+\, .-., xnln); for it is a relation satisfied by the
coefficients of the general member of (Flf F2i ..., Fr) of degree
4 + /2 + ... +ln-n in which pj < lj (j = r + 1, ..., n), i.e. it is the unique
relation (§ 58) satisfied by the coefficients of the general member of
{-Ti,

. - . , -Try ^ V + p •••>«#»

)

of degree 1^ +... +ln — n. The coefficients Kpvp2t...%p are whole
functions of the coefficients of F19 F2, ..., Fr of a similar kind to the
resultant of (Fu ..., Fr, x^v ..., xnln) and of degree 1 less than this
resultant in the coefficients of each of Fl9 F2, ..., Fr, viz. of degree
Li — 1 in the coefficients of F{ where LJi = IJ2...4 = L. The vanishing
of Kp P2i..., Pn is the condition that
x1Plx2V2...x^,n = 0mod(Fli

F2, ..., .F r , aft\,

..., *„*»)

(§61, since the
derivate of (5) then vanishes), whereas
the non-vanishing of the resultant is the condition that every power
product of degree h+ ... +ln — n+l is a member of the module. It is
probable that some of the quantities l£plt p2i..., Pn factorise but that
they have not all a common factor. The resultant of

85. Whole basis of the system inverse to M{r\ The
simplest whole basis [Eu E2, ..., Fh] of the r-dimensional system inverse
to an unmixed jET-module i f of rank r, or the simplest expression for the
system of equations (B), satisfies the following conditions: (i) each
Et (^=1, 2, ..., h) is a whole member of the inverse system, i.e. its
coefficients are whole functions of the parameters Xr+ii • • •> ^n \
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(ii) all the members El9 E2, ..., Eh are relevant; (iii) any whole
member of the system [El9 E2y ..., Eh] is of the form
X1. E1 + X2. E2 + ... + Xlh. Eh,
where Xl9 X2} ..., Xlh are whole functions of xr+1, ..., xn as well as
of
; (iv) Eu E2i •••, 2^ have as high absolute underdegrees in xl9 x29 •••, osr as possible. A whole basis, as distinguished
from a simplest whole basis, is defined by (i) and (iii).
A basis (Fl9 F2i ..., Fk) of iii"furnishes a whole basis of M(r\ and
any whole basis of M^r) satisfying the condition corresponding to
(iii) above is a basis of M. A simplest whole basis* of M^ is one in
which the degrees of Fl9 F2, ..., Fk m x-i , X2 , • • •, Xy are as low as
possible.
If (Fl9 F2, ..., Fr) is any module of rank r containing M such
that (Fl9 F2,...,Fr)Xr+1=...=Xn=0 is of rank r, and M= (Fl9 F2, ..., Fk)9
and the degrees of Fr+1, ..., Fw in xu x2, • ••, xT are as low as possible,
the basis (Fl9 F2, ..., Fu) will be called a whole basis of M^ in
reference to (Fly F2i ..., Fr). All of Fr+U ..., Fk> are to be relevant,
but some or all of Fl9 F2, ..., Fr may be irrelevant for a basis of il£
86. Properties of //-modules mutually residual with
respect to an //-module of the principal class.
Let Fl9 F2)..., Fr, of degrees ll9l2, ..., lr, be any r members of the
unmixed //"-module M of rank r such that
C^i> ^ 2 j • ••,

Fr)Xr+1=...=sXn=0

is of rank r ; and let ill"' be the residual module (Flt F29 ..., Fr)/M..
Also let (Fl9 ..., i^r, i^V+i, •••, F'r+h) be a whole basis of M'W in
reference to (i^, i^2, ..., JP,.) = [J£]. Since F'r+i is of as low degree
in ccl9 x2, ..., xr as possible the terms of F'r+i of highest degree in
x1} x2, ..., a?,, do not form a member of the module

and are therefore of degree
Also, since i? begins with terms which represent the modular equation
* A simplest whole basis of i)/(}') is a whole basis which approaches most nearly
to an iif-basis; but is not necessarily an if-basis. For example,
(Xi% Xi3X2,

# l # 2 3 > #24> Xi3X32

+ Xi2X22XA,

X23X±2-\-Xi2X22X3)

is the basis of a module M of rank 2, and a simplest whole basis of M (2), but not an
il-basis of M(2); since xi3x$3 - x23x£ is needed for an H-basis of M&\ but is irrelevant
for a basis of M or whole basis of M@l
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of (Fl9 F2, ..., Fr)Xr+1=..^Xn=o of degree l± + l2+ ... + lr-r,
F'r+i.E
will begin with terms of absolute degree h+ ... + lr- r - l'r+i in
Wj, x2, •••> xr which do not vanish identically.
Now M, M' are mutually residual with respect to (Fl9 ..., Fr) or
[E]. Hence
3I=[E]/3F=[E]/(F1,

...,Fr,F'r+l9

..., F'r+h)

= [i^V+i • ^> -^V+2 - ^ • • J F'r+h. i?].
This basis of the r-dimensional system inverse to M is a simplest
whole basis [E1, E2, • -., Eh] as defined in §85. All its members are
relevant, for if (say)
then

F'r+h. E= (JTii^V+i + ... + X/.-ji^V+^-i). E,
i^V+/t - -Zii^V+i - • • • - JTh-iF'r+h-! - 0 mod (Fl9 F2, ..., i^.),

which is not the case. Also any r-dimensional modular equation of
M is a derivate of E- 0, and if a whole equation, is F'. E= 0, where
i^7' is a wrhole function of scl9 x2, ..., #w, since [E] is a whole basis ;
and if F is any member of My FF'. E vanishes identically, i.e.
and

FF'= 0 mod (FUF2,
F'=0mo&M'=X1F'r+1+

and

..., Fr)

...+XhF'r+hmod(F1,

F2, ..., Fr)9

F'.E=X1.E1 + X2.E2+...+Xh.Eh.

Finally the absolute underdegrees of Eu E2, ..., Eh are as high as
possible since the degrees of F'r+li ..., F'r+h m u/j, x2, ..., x^ are as
low as possible. The coefficients of the terms in Ei and F'r+i which
involve the parameters xr+1, ..., xn to the least degree involve them
to the same degree, so that El9 E2, ..., Eh and F'r+1, F'r+2, ..., F'r+h
are of the same degree of complexity in this respect.
It follows from the above that if M' is the residual of a given
unmixed H-module M of rank r with respect to any H-module
(Fj, F2, ..., Fr) of rank r containing M9 and if
M' = (FU Ft, ..., Fr, F'r+1, ..., F'r+h),
where F'r+1, ..., F'r+h are all relevant, then h is a fixed number
independent of the choice of Fl9 F2, ..., Fr, viz. the number of members
in a simplest whole basis [El9 E2, ..., Eh] of the system inverse to M^r\
Also if the degrees of Ffr+U ..., F'r+h in respect to xl9 x2, ..., xr are
made as low as possible the degree of Ffr+i in respect to xl9 x2, ..., xr
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is I—ai and in respect to xx, x2, • -, xn is l — ^ + fii9 where I is the
sum of the degrees of Fi,F2, ..., Fr diminished by r, at is the absolute
degree of the terms with which Et begins, and fa is the degree of the
coefficients of these tei
87. The Theorem of Residuation. As in the last article
let 31 be any unmixed ^T-module of rank r, and (Fl9 F2, ..., Fr) any
module of rank r containing 31, and 31' the residual module
(Fu F2, ..., Fr)/M, so that 31, 31' are mutually residual with respect
to (.Fi, F2, ••-, Fr). In geometrical terminology 31, 31' are residuals
on (F2, F3, ..., Fr) determined by the section i ^ . Replace F1 by
another member F7/ of 31, which we will suppose to be of the same
degree as Fi, giving another section of (F2, F3, ..., Fr) through 31
and let Mi=(Fi, F2, ..., F.t)jM be the residual section or module.
Also let F' be a section through M',
F' being of the same degree as Fu
and MY = {F', F2, ..., Fr) IM' the
residual section or module. Then M',
Mi are coresidual on (F2, F3, ..., Fr)
having a common residual 31; and
il/i is any other residual of 31'. The
theorem of residuation says that every
residual Mx of 31' on (F2, Fs, ..., Fr) is also a residual of Mi, i.e. to
every section F' through 31' there corresponds a section F through Mi
having the same residual section on (F2, F3, ..., Fr). This theorem is
a generalization of Sylvester's theory of residuation (Salmon's Higher
Plane Curves, Chap, v) and the Bestsatz of Brill and Noether*
(BN, p. 271). Besides this relation of 31' to M-[ there are properties
connecting them both with 31 which are proved in the last article, viz.
the number of members over and above FY, F2,..., Fr (or Fi, F2,..., Ft)
required for a basis of 31' (or 31-1) is equal to the number of members
required for a whole basis of the system inverse to M(r); and the
number of members required for a whole basis of the system inverse to
M'^ (or 31i{r)) is equal to the number of members over and above
Fi, F2, .., Fr (or Fi, F2, ..., Fr) required for a basis of 31
* It would be more correct to say that the Bestsatz can be deduced from
the theorem proved here; but not such extensions of it as have been made to
surfaces etc., because these bring in mixed modules. The module M may be
composed of any primary modules of rank ?-; and corresponding to each one which
is not of the principal Noetherian class M' must contain a residual primary module
with the same spread.
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The polynomials Fl9 F{9 F' and the modules M9 M'9 Ml9 Mi
having been defined as above it is required to prove that there exists
a polynomial F such that Ml9 Mi are mutually residual with respect
Let ft, ft', ftl5 ft/ be the numbers of ^-dimensional
to (F, F2, ..., Fr).
modular equations of M9 M'9 Ml9 M{ ; then
ft + ft = ft + ft/ = JX + ftx = lYl2... 4
and therefore each equals ftx + ft/. Let fa fa, fa, fa' be general members of M, M', Ml9 Mi with coefficients involving linear parameters.
Then
F'Fi

= 0 mod MM' = 0 mod (Fl9 Fo, ..., Fr) = FF, mod (F2, ...,

F r\
(1)

where F is a polynomial of the same degree as Fl9 F(9 F'.

Also

Fifa' = 0 modMMi' = X / i ^ / mod (F2, ...,Fr),
and

0 0 / = 0 modMM{ = XF;

mod (F2,

hence by cross multiplying and dividing out
JT1'<t>=XF1mod(F2,
i ^

...9Fr);

fa'Fj,

..., Fr) = 0mod (Fl9 F29 ..., jR.),

.'. X / = 0 mod (Fl9 F29 ..., Fr)/3I=
Similarly

(2)

0 mod iff'.

= 0mod Jf'ifa?i = X ' i ^ ' mod (F39 ..., .F r ),

(3)

where X ' = 0 mod ilf;
/. A ' X / ^ O m o d i l O f ^ X . ^ m o d ^ ,

...,#)

(4)

Multiplying (1), (2), (3), (4), and dividing out
F'F-lFfX'X^
fafa = XiFmod(F29
..., Fr) = 0mod(F, F2, ..., _Fr).
Hence iliiif/ contains {F9 F29 ..., i^.) ; and since M19 M-[ have only
ftl5 ft/ r-dimensional modular equations, while (F9 F29 ..., JP7,.) has
fti + ft/ and is a principal system, it follows that il/i^, M^r\ and consequently J i i , Mi, are mutually residual with respect to (F, F29...9 Fr).
The theorem has been proved on the supposition that the modules
are ZT-modules and the degrees of Fl9 P\\ F' are equal; but it is
true without any of these restrictions. In the case of modules which
are not ./^-modules the region at infinity must be regarded as nonexistent and the usual conception of residual and coresidual must be
slightly extended. Thus if through a point P on a plane cubic curve
two lines are drawn parallel to two asymptotes cutting the carve again
in Q, B9 then P is residual to Q and B9 and Q, B are coresidual. If
through Q a line is drawn cutting the curve again in two points these
two are residual to B9 i.e. a curve (viz. a conic) can be drawn through
them and B which does not meet the curve again except at infinity.
M.
7
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As an illustration of the general theorem we may suppose M to be any
unmixed module of rank 2 in space of three dimensions. Then Flf
F2 are any two surfaces containing M whose whole intersection consists of a finite number of irreducible spreads (excluding infinity);
and to each spread or curve corresponds a primary principal system of
(F1} F2). M contains a certain part of some of these principal
systems and no part of others ; M' has to contain the whole of the
latter and the residual part of each of the former. These conditions
determine M\ and similarly for MY and M*[.
88. Perfect Modules. Definition. If a module M of rank
r in n variables and the corresponding module M^ in r variables have
a common ZT-basis of which each member is of the same degree in
the r variables as in the n variables then M is called a perfect module.
Any module of rank n is perfect, by definition.
An unmixed H-module of rank n—\ is perfect; for its basis is an
ZT-basis of MS*-*.
An H-module of the principal class is perfect (§49).
A module of the principal class which is not an H-module is not
necessarily perfect. For example, the module (xi , x2 + x1x3) whose
i7-basis is (x^, xxx2, x22, x2 + #i#3), § 38, is not perfect since x2 + x1x3 is
of less degree in xly x2 than in xY, x2, x3.
A prime module is not necessarily perfect. For example, the prime
module of rank 2 whose spread is given by u = Xu1 = \hi3 = X4u4y where
u, u1} us, u4 are linear, has an ^T-basis
(uu4 - u±u3, u? - u2u3, ufu*- uug, uYu? - ui) = (y, f, f2, f3)
and no other member than uu± - w ^ of degree 2. But it has a second
member \f + X2f2 + X3f3 + (X4Wi + \x2)f which can be made of degree 2
in xY, x2; hence it is not perfect.
89. An H-module M of rank r is perfect or not according as the
multiplicity of the simple module MXr+1=.,.=Xn=o is equal to or greater
than the number of modular equations of M^ or of M(r)£Cr+2=...==Kn=oThe difference between the two numbers when Mis unmixed is the total
number of extra rows of the dialytic array of M^ when carried as far
as degree 8 (§ 77), and when Mis mixed is still greater. The property
affords the simplest test for deciding whether a given module is perfect
or not; for the two numbers can generally be found. For example,
the prime module M in § 88 is of rank 2 and order 4, while the
multiplicity of i¥a.3=...=.r„=o is 5, so that M is not perfect. The
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property may also be stated in the form that an H-module M of rank r
is perfect or not according as M{r)^r+2=...=xn=o is perfect (i.e. unmixed)
or not.
90. A perfect module is unmixed. If M is perfect the module
M^ has an ZT-basis of which each member has its highest terms
independent of the parameters xr+1, ..., xn. Hence the dialytic array
of M(r) constructed from an iZ-basis has pure constants for the
elements in all its compartments; and a non-vanishing determinant D
can be selected from the array for any degree t which is a pure constant. Let cfaFhe a member of M, where 0 is a whole function of the
parameters only. Then F is a member of M(r) and if we insert a row
in the array representing i^it will be dependent on the rest, i.e.
F=\1F1 +
\2F2+...+\PFp,
where Fl9 F2, • •, FP are the members of M^ represented by the rows
of the array, and Al5 A2) ..., Ap are rational functions of xr+i, •••> ^nEquating coefficients on the two sides of power products of X\ , X2 J *••} Xy
corresponding to the columns of the determinant D mentioned above,
and solving for A1? A2, ..., Ap, we see that A^Z) and consequently \t is
a whole function of xr+i> ..., xn. Hence F is a member of M, since
Fl9 F2, ..., Fp are all members of M; and <f)F= 0modM requires
F= 0 mod M. Hence M is unmixed.
If Mis a perfect module of rank r and M' a module in xr+li ..., xn
(independent of x\, x2, ..., xr) the L.C.M. of M, M' is the same as their
product MM'. For if the F above is a member of the L.C.M. of M,
M' the elements in the row representing F are all members of M\ and
the A^ are linear functions of them and therefore also members of M'.
Hence
F=3KFi = 0modMM', i.e. [M, M']=M3f,
since \i=OmodM' and Fi = 0modM.
91. The number Hx of modular equations of degree I of a perfect
H-module M of rank r is the coefficient of xl in
(1 + fax + fax1 + ... + fa-ixy~l) (l-x)r~n,
where y is the characteristic number, and fim the number of modular
equations of degree m, of the simple module MXr+1=...=xn=oFor the general member of M of degree I is (§ 90)
\1Fi + X2F2 + ... + \pFp,
where Ax, A25 ..., Ap are whole functions of xr+1, ..., xn, and cannot
vanish identically unless \ly A2, ..., Ap all vanish identically. Hence
7—2
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the number of linearly independent members of M of degree I is the
total number of terms in X1? X2, ..., Xp. Now the number of the
polynomials Fl9 F2, ..., Fp which are of degree m is fim less than the
number of power products of
of degree m, and the
number of terms in each corresponding X (of degree l — m) is the
coefficient of xl in xm(l — x)r~n. Hence the number of linearly
independent members of M of degree I is less than the number of
power products of xu x2, ..., xn of degree / by the coefficient of xl in
(l+filx + p2x2 + ... + fxtxl) (1 - x)r~n ;
and this coefficient is the value of Hi. § 75 is a particular case.
92. If M is a perfect H-module of rank r such that the simple
module MXr+1=...=Xn=o is a principal system, and M' a perfect Hmodule of rank r contained in M, the module M\M' is perfect.
The ^ and // r-dimensional modular equations of M and M'
begin with the /x and JJ! modular equations of MXr+1=...=Xn=o and
M'xr 1=...-xn=o. Also the /x — // r-dimensional modular equations of
31/M' are the i^'-derivates of the modular equations of if, where F'
is any member of M', and begin with the i^'a;H_1=...=a;TO==o-derivates of
the modular equations of MXr+1=...=Xn=o, that is> w ^ n the modular
equations of MXr+1=...=Xn=olM'Xr+1=...=Xn=o. These are / * - / / in
number, since Mxr+1=...=Xn=o is a principal system containing
M'Xr+1=...=Xn=o. Hence M\M' is perfect (§ 81).
93. We may sum up some of the relations between different
kinds of modules.
A module of the principal class is unmixed and a principal system,
and in the case of an ff-module is perfect.
Any power of a module of the principal class is unmixed, and in
the case of an f?-module is perfect (§ 89, end), but is not a principal
system ; e.g. (xu x2)2 is not a principal system.
A module of rank k — r + 1 whose basis is a matrix with r rows and
k columns is unmixed, and in the case of an ff-module is perfect
*

/ 0 T1 W \

(§89, end), but is not a principal system; e.g. the module (

\X\

^)

£v2 \J/

is not a principal system.
A primary module of the principal Noetherian class is a principal
system, but not perfect.

